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To cull, Luv ?ulo7n, it; 7mCity corce Fºnt: 
Beit known that I, CHARLES G. ARMSTRONG, 

of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have invented certain new and use 

5 ful Improvements in Storage Apparatus for 
Bicycles; and I do hereby declare that the 
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion thereof, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings, and to the letters of 

Io reference marked thereon, which form a part 
of this specification. 
This invention relates to an improved means 

for temporarily storing bicycles in buildings. 
More specifically, the invention relates to 

I5 an improved construction in a building by 
which the same is provided with a shaft or 
well extending through two or more floors of 
the same and also with an elevating and stor 
ing apparatus consisting generally of endless 

2O cables trained around upper and lower pull 
leys and provided with bicycle-holders ar 
ranged at intervals apart, whereby bicycles 
may be suspended within said shaft or well. 
Among the objects of the invention are to 

25 provide a simple and practical construction 
in devices of the character referred to by 
means of which a relatively large number of 
bicycles may be stored within a building with 
Out Occupying any considerable floor-space 

3o therein and in such manner as to afford easy 
and ready access thereto. 
The invention consists in the matters here 

inafter described, and more particularly 
pointed out in the appended claims, and the 

35 same will be more readily understood by ref 
erence to the accompanying drawings, in 
which 

Figure 1 is a view of a storage well or shaft, 
showing the inclosing front and rear walls 

4o thereof in vertical section and showing the 
arrangement of my improved storage appara 
tulis therein. Fig. 2 is a similar view taken 
at right angles to that of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a 
tOp plan View of the storage apparatus ar 

45 ranged within the shaft. 
As shown in Said drawings, A A' Aº desig 

nate horizontal joists or stringers, preferably 
the floor-joists, of a plurality of stories of a 
building arranged to extend across at oppo 

so site sides of a storage shaft or well B. Upon 
the upper and lower pairs of these stringers 
are mounted in Suitable bearings C C hori 
ZOntal transversely-arranged shaftsDD', each 

provided near each of its ends at points within 
the storage-shaft with pulleys or guide-wheels 55 
EEEE", respectively, keyed rigidly thereon, 
so as to turn uniformly together with the 
shafts. The pulleys E and E' are of a diame 
ter at least somewhat greater than the height 
of an ordinary safety-bicycle and are each 6o 
provided with a 'series of trunnion-recesses 
e e, formed in the peripheries thereof at uni 
form intervals apart, the recesses of each pair 
of pulleys being arranged opposite each other, 
as indicated clearly in Fig. 3. 65 
FF designate endless cables trained around 

the upper and lower pulleys E and E", so as 
to extend vertically and parallel with each 
other at opposite sides of the shaft. 

G. G. designate a plurality of horizontalbars 7 c. 
connected at each end with and arranged to 
extend between the cables FF, each support 
ing a dependling bicycle-carrier or small plat 
form, (designated as a whole by II.) As a con 
venient and practical construction said cables 75 
Fare constructed of links ff of uniform length, 
and the ends of which are united by means of 
hollow cylindric castings ff", provided cen 
trally at their opposite sides with eye-lugs ff, 
with which the ends of the cable-links ffare 8o 
engaged. These cylindric castings fare of 
proper exterior diameter, and the length of 
the links fare such as to cause said castings 
to fit within and engage the recesses ee of the 
pulley-wheels in the manner of a sprocket- 85 
chain as the belts pass around said pulleys, 
thus serving to insure the uniform running of 
the said cables. 
The ends of each of the bars G are provided 

with suitable journals.g., which extend through 9o 
the apertures of opposite pairs of castings f' 
f', thus forming a revoluble support for said 
bars, permitting rotation of the castings 
around the latter as they are carried around 
the upper or lower pulleys, while the bars are 95 
held from rotation by the weight of the bicy 
cle-carriers depending therefrom. 
Each of the platforms or bicycle-carriers 

H as conveniently constructed comprises a 
board II somewhat shorter than the distance Ioo 
between the cables, Supported at each end, 
so as to hang in horizontal position, by means 
of guy-rodsh, h, extending upwardly from the 
corners thereof to the Supporting-bar G and 
connected with the lattel rigidly, SO as to hold I o5 
said bar from rotation upon its own longitu 
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dinal axis. Suitable holders II are mounted 
upon the platform H, adapted for engagement 
with the wheels of the bicycle, by means of 
which the latter may be held in upright posi 
tion, those herein shown consisting of the 
ordinary wire holders now commonly in use 
for this purpose. - 

In order that the bicycle may be placed 
centrally upon the platform and stand erect 
without interference with the supporting-bar 
D, the latter is offset throughout its central 
portion, as shown clearly in Fig. 3. 

If deemed necessary, any suitable means 
may be employed for fastening the frame of 
the bicycle to the supporting-bar G, so as to 
prevent accidental displacement from the 
holder's II, a convenient form of securing 
device herein shown being a turn-button g, 
suitably mounted upon the bar Gat a proper 
point to pass between and engage, when 
turned, the two rear uprights of the bicycle 
frame, as indicated in Fig. 2. 
Obviously any suitable motor may be em 

ployed for operating the apparatus, so as to 
bring the several platforms successively to a 
proper point for loading or unloading-as, for 
instance, opposite the door A* on the level of 
the lower floor-or the apparatus may even 
be operated by hand when of limited capac 
ity or not heavily loaded. As herein shown, 
however, the main shaft D of the upper pair 
of pulleys E E is extended outwardly and 
provided with a worm-wheel D', which is en 
gaged and driven by means of a worm J, 
operated by a small electric motor of any 
common construction and designated as a 
whole by K. 
A storage apparatus constructed as above 

described will obviously accommodate a large 
number of bicycles and at the same time oc 
cupy but little space within a building, and 
this will usually be space that would other 
wise be unavailable-such, for instance, asin 
terior or unlighted space or the space extend 
ing from top to the bottom of a building ad 
jacent to elevator-shafts. At the same time 
such an apparatus affords the most ready 
access to each one of the bicycles thus stored 
without disturbing any of the others, being 
in this respect much more convenient than 
the plan of storing in a horizontally-extended 
storage-space or on a floor. Inasmuch as in 
large office-buildings the carrying of bicycles 
in the passenger-elevators is objectionable 
and generally prohibited, and ground-floor. 
space in such buildings is so valuable as to 
prohibit the use of an apartment for storage 
purposes, the invention becomes one of im 
portance. 
The various details of construction may ob 

viously be modified to some extent without 
departing from the spirit of the invention, 
and I do not therefore wish to be limited to 
the precise details shown herein. The con 
struction shown is, however, an exceedingly 
practical one, and as such is made the sub 
ject of specific claims. 

I claim as my invention 
1. The combination with the Walls and floors 

of a building, of walls forming a vertically 
inclosed shaft extending through the Several 
floors of the building and forming a storage 
space for bicycles, an endless carrier in said 
shaft, comprising upper and lower pairs of 
pulleys, endless cables trained around said 
upper and lower pulleys at opposite sides of 
the shaft and arranged to travel positively 
with the pulleys, a plurality of supporting 
bars extending horizontally between said ca 
bles and connected there with by means per 
mitting relative rotation, and bicycle-carriers 
depending from said bars, substantially as de 
Scribed. 

2. The combination with the walls and floor 
of a building, of an inclosed storage-shaft ex 
tending vertically through the several floors 
thereof, of a storage apparatus for bicycles 
comprising upper and lower pulley-shafts 
extending transversely across the storage 
shaft and each provided with a pair of pull 
leys mounted rigidly thereon, endless cables 
trained around said pulleys and arranged to 
travel positively there with, supporting-bars 
extending horizontally between the cables by 
means permitting relative rotation, bicycle 
carriers depending from said supporting-bars, 
each comprising a horizontal platform sus 
pended at its ends by means of guys, means 
for securing a bicycle thereon, and mechan 
ism for operating said apparatus comprising 
a worm-wheel operatively connected with one 
of the pulley-shafts, and an electric motor 
provided with a worm operatively engaged 
with said worm-wheel, substantially as de 
Scribed. 

3. The combination with the walls and floors 
of a building, of an inclosed storage-shaft ex 
tending vertically through the several floors 
thereof, of a storage apparatus for bicycles, 
comprising upper and lower pulley-shafts 
extending transversely across the storage 
shaft, and each provided with a pair of pull 
ley's mounted rigidly thereon, endless cables 
trained around said pulleys and arranged to 
travel positively there with, supporting-bars 
extending horizontally between the cables by 
means permitting relative rotation, bicycle 
carriers depending from said supporting-bars, 
each comprising a horizontal platform sus 
pended at its ends by means of guys, attached 
to the bars, said bars being offset throughout 
the principal portion of their length, means 
for securing the bicycle on the platform, and 
means for operating the apparatus, Substan 
tially as described. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my invention I affix my signature, in pres 
ence of two witnesses, this 7th day of Octo 
ber, A. D. 1895. 

CHARLES (G. ARMSTRONG. 
Witnesses: 

C. CLARENCE POOLE, 
ALBERT H. GRAVES. 
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